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During Eid, Algerians attend a local mosque for prayers and a sermon. They will also give an offering to charity, usually 
in the form of food, called the “zakat al-Fitr”.As in many other lands, Algerians buy and wear new clothing for Eid al-
Fitr, and the wearing of traditional cultural clothing has become popular again in recent years.
At home, people will indulge in large feasts, which are quite welcome after the long fast. chick peas couscous, pasta, 
beef, sea food, vegetables, and fruits, are all consumed at family feasts.
Many will also exchange gifts and cards and, of course, greet each other with “Happy Eid!”
Fatma Bouriche P5 a



Armaan Uddin 6B

Here are some pictures of our eid celebration
And a brief of what we do.
1. Men attend the mosque for Eid prayer early morning
2. Special Eid Breakfast
3. Meet family and exchange gift
4. Specially prepared lunch



Adam Hussain P1b



‘We made some home made 
chocolate dates to give out to family 
and some graze boxes to gift 
also’. Mariyah P6b



Aisha (P1a) had a great day on Eid. She went to the Mosque with her dad and then celebrated with the 
family with traditional food and cakes and lots of playing with her cousins.



Ibrahim in primary 2 is dressed specially for Eid.



We started off our day having a 
family breakfast. Then we 
opened our presents. 
Afterwards we met our cousins 
in a mini Eid party at my Aunty’s
garden. We made sweetie cones 
and shared them with our 
cousins. We had so much fun.
Aya (P4a) and Ranya (P2a)



On Eid we had some video calls with friends from community and with family back home.
Children had new clothes ,home made cakes, cupcakes as it's the favourite thing. Decorating living room. 
Music and teaching kids about Eid ,we watch some videos on YouTube and kids were delighted as on 
CBeebies were some children saying happy Eid .
Children wore traditional clothing as well . They had lots of presents books,toys . On Sunday they visited 
Gorgie farm .As a part of celebrating taking kids to a place that they really enjoyed it.  Isra P1b and Mohamed



Ian Rahman in P3b


